


Always be with our clients with an open mind and better services.

We sincerely appreciate all of our customers’ continuous support, which enables us

to be a leading company in the field of logistics through dynamic and sustainable

growth.

Established in 2021 as an operating company, KIBOU is now providing quality

services in transportation, storage, third-party logistics, and overseas business.

Setting a corporate value upon cost savings for the customers, competitiveness

enhancement, and productivity improvement, we have been exerting ourselves in

expanding domestic and foreign investment and employment, as well as in

performing corporate social responsibility such as realization of moral management.

Based on our accumulated experience and outstanding services, we promise to get

closer to you with better services through our advanced system for globally

integrated logistics. Furthermore, we will make our utmost effort to grow to be a

leading company in the logistics industry around the world.

We thank you again for your support from the bottom of our hearts and promise you

that we will be with you with our utmost effort.

Mr. Chang Chi Young

General Director

KIBOU  Co., Ltd. 



KIBOU provide sea freight service.

In particular, we provide services from Ho Chi

Minh City to Japan, China, Korea, Thailand,

and other Asian countries with good schedules

and good prices that guarantee high

productivity.

KIBOU always value the cargo of our

customers,

and we work with a quick resolution and prompt

reporting in mind when problems arise.

Sea Freight Service 



Air Freight Service 

KIBOU  provides Air freight service.

In particular, we provide services from Ho Chi

Minh City to Japan, China, Korea, Thailand,

and other Asian countries with good

schedules and good prices that guarantee

high productivity.

KIBOU always value the cargo of our

customers, and we work with a quick

resolution and prompt reporting in mind when

problems arise.



Possessing 300 tractors, 900 trailers in 12 branches 

and major domestic ports.

KIBOU, based on the integrated system for logistics,

established a multimodal transport system to serve 

customers with quality service.

You can be offered customized service at the 

individual level at KIBOU.



KIBOU deliver satisfaction and affection through our

services with rapidity, accuracy, and hospitality. 

The delivery service performed by KIBOU is based 

on six optimal distribution centers and five cross-

dock points located logistics-wise nationwide, 

combined with a network that connects major ports 

for quick and safe delivery on a 24-hour basis. 

Closely connected with information systems such 

as delivery planning, automatic truck allocation, and 

real-time cargo tracking through the TMS (Transport 

Management System), our delivery service 

guarantees visibility and optimal SCM for our 

clients. 



Based on the advanced facilities and operation 

know-how accumulated over a long period of 

time.

KIBOU provides storage service, maintaining an 

optimized system that includes pre-planning, 

inventory management, location management,

and safety management to meet the customers’ 

needs. 



Main Customer 



Liquidation Service 


